IDESTROY
Since bursting on the scene in 2016 with their debut EP “Vanity
Loves Me” IDestroy have seen their infectious brand of punk rock
grow from sweaty DIY hometown shows in Bristol, to packed out
venues across the UK and Europe.
Their first show outside of their hometown was at Anfi Rock Sound
Festival, Spain. They were invited back a year later to perform on
the main stage. Their latest EP release "Pure Joy of Life" has seen
them receive bucket loads of support from the likes of Kerrang! &
BBC Introducing.
The trio recently played a two week UK tour as main support for
steam punk legends "The Men That Will Not Be Blamed For
Nothing" before heading off to Germany for a two week headline
tour of their own.
It’s no secret that IDestroy love to play live and throw every last
drop of energy into doing so. In their short time together they have
nearly 200 gigs under their belt. From big stages such as Bristol
Pride and Rebellion Festival to acoustic sessions for BBC
introducing, Sofar Sounds and Glastonbury
Festival, proving there’s not a single thing that
can faze them.
IDestroy are now working on their debut
album, set for release in 2019. It guarantees to
be a hell of a lot of fun and most importantly,
loud!
www.facebook.com/idestroyband
turbo-booking.com/artist/idestroy
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REVIEWS
"IDestroy really have delivered
the goods with their second EP, an
explosion of riotous energy that
makes you want to get up and
throw something, or possibly
yourself, across the room." Kerrang! Magazine
“Pure Joy of Life should propel
them into the next level - radio,
TV, festivals and stardom.” Louder Than War
"They’re fun, and angry, and
angry, and fun, and loud and
raucous." - Freq Magazine
“Punk has never been delivered in
quite the way IDestroy do it, it's
great to hear old influences and
inspirations being taken to fresh
new places. I thoroughly enjoyed
this party with their punk.”
- MetalTalk
The latest EP from Bristol party
punk trio IDestroy is just what the
doctor ordered after all the
freaky-ass weather of the last few
weeks. It’s bright, catchy as hell,
and above all… fun. […] Top work
all round, really.
- Devilsgatemedia.com
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